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« To understand Müller-Catoir you have to

engage with its entirety, and these Muscats and

Scheurebes and Rieslaners are—I don’t hesitate

to claim it—great wines. Their quality is not

exceeded by anyone else making wines from

those grapes. If the wines are relatively

extravagant, they are by no means radical. They

are classics. »

Terry Theise
The World of Fine Wine

« The dry whites of Müller-Catoir continue to be

some of the best in Germany, particularly

bottlings like the Bürgergarten "Im Breumel"

GG. »

James Suckling
WEEKLY TASTING REPORT

« Vogelsang project: A total area of almost ten

hectares, with many dry stone walls, in the

middle of a

nature reserve, high above the roofs of the city of

Neustadt, bounded by the Palatinate Forest. At

last

this vineyard treasure was kissed awake. The

birth of the future Grand Cru site of Neustadt! »

Vogelsang project
Meininger's Sommelier | The magazine for fine wining

« The estate Müller-Catoir is a living legend. » Gault Millau
Wine Guide Germany 2019

« Müller-Catoir is bought because the wines are

as they are. And that is far away from any

superficiality. »

Vinum
Wineguide Germany 2019

« Among the dry wines of the Müller-Catoir

winery this year, the "Grand Cru" from the

"Breumel" is clearly ahead (...) »

Eichelmann 2019
Germany's Wines

« A historic name that continues to make

excellent wines (...) »

Vinopolis Wine Shop
Mid-Week Newsletter Addition 7-27-17

« Stand back for the arrival of a giant! » James Suckling about 2017 Bürgergarten "Im Breumel" GG
Tasting report of September 19, 2018
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« Müller-Catoir, that's still a name like a

thunder-blast in the wine scene. »

Gault Millau
Wine Guide Germany 2017

« Neustadt wine with class » Die Rheinpfalz
March 14, 2018

« It is fair to say that the winery Müller-Catoir

stands like a rock in the waves. »

Gault Millau
Wine Guide Germany 2016

« The dry wines are probably the best ever

produced here (...) »

Robert Parkers Wine Advocate
Germany: Vintage 2015 | Part Two – Rheingau and Pfalz

« You can drink trendier, but hardly better! » Stuart Pigott

« The 2014s Rieslings are simply excellent and

the noble sweet Rieslaners are outstanding. »

Robert Parkers Wine Advocate
Germany: Vintage 2014 | All Along the Rhine River

« The range is crowned by three fascinating

noble sweet Rieslaner this year, all of them from

the Haardter Herzog: the Auslese is very

appealing already (...) »

Eichelmann 2016
Germany's Wines


